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Directions: Fill in the blanks with the following vocabulary words.1.
Honor        Service    Citizenship      Symbol

          It is important to __________ or pay respect to citizens who
have served our country or our communities. __________ is an
important part of ____________, which is the character of an
individual in relation to his or her community. Part of citizenship
includes respecting others, respecting the community, and
respecting the flag. This is because the flag is a __________ for
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.  
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Answer the following questions while watching the video. 

Citizenship and Being Part of a Community
2. Directions: Draw a line to match the description of service to the correct picture of
the community member. 

a. I help make roads
and buildings safer

b. I teach students,
and help my
community learn. 

d. I help sick people
get better.

 
c. I help people in
emergencies, and
protect them from
fire.

3. Directions: List some ways YOU can serve your
community:
        1.__________________________
        2.__________________________
        3.__________________________



Name:

5. Directions:5. Directions: Put the following in the order in which they Put the following in the order in which they
occurred in history by numbering each picture 1-7. occurred in history by numbering each picture 1-7. 

4.Directions: Draw the U.S. flag, and label all of the different parts of the flag. Write
what each part symbolizes or represents:  
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The Union Jack flown in
1603

Betsy Ross Flag

Civil War Flag with 34
stars

The Grand
Union Flag

Modern American Flag
with 50 stars

The Maritime flag is
flown in the early 17th

century

The Washington
State Flag is

adopted.



Date:

7. Directions: Write True (T) beside the statements that describe the proper way to respect and
handle the U.S. Flag. Write False (F)  beside each statement that does NOT describe the proper
way to respect or handle the U.S. flag. 
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6.Directions: In the lines provided, label the country each flag represents. 

_______The flag should be displayed only at
night. 

_______Never allow the flag to touch the
ground or the floor.

________The flag is often flown at half-staff
to show respect for someone who has retired. 

_______The flag should be displayed from
sunrise to sunset. If the flag is displayed at
night, it should be illuminated.

_______When displayed on a wall or window,
the blue field should be in the upper right corner.

________When displayed on a wall or
window, the blue field should be in the upper
left corner.



Date:Grade & Section:
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How well do you know your community helpers?
Complete the pictures by drawing where our community helpers work!

Construction Worker

Fire Fighter

Police Officer

Community Helpers


